Education avec Noise: Improvisation as musical education by truths 1
Reynaldo Young
Badiou, mutatis mutandis, the musical situation
Let's start, not from the beginning, but from what we have. The being of music appears as a
realm of the aural always already structured by some sort of idea and (re)presented to the
senses organised (made consistent) under the prescription of any combination of aesthetic,
political, psychological, ritualistic, ethological, ethno-anthropological, symbolico-historical–
and so on–functions.
So a musical situation presents its aural elements structured by local agents, which
themselves are functions of the historical situation which the musical situation itself is part
of: this transcendental logos de$nes, or is identical to, what I call the musicality of the
situation. Musicality is a structural precedent, its agency is attested by the very fact that
music is, and appears as, structured sound. The existence of aural consistency retroactively
implies that the operation of some musicality has been performed on some aural stuf which
has been made to thusly consist, or count-as-music, for some situation.
Now (and this is directly relevant to our discussion on musical education), on account of it
being the result of an operation, musicality is not. Musicality has no being. There is no One
of (what counts as) music––the idea of a totalising, absolute, universally inclusive musicality
is ontologically *awed, logically absurd and as dead as God. Musicality is a one- efect, a
unifying result of a structuring, imaginary operation imposing form on an open interval of
the form-less inconsistency of aural in$nity. Musicality itself, can never be presented as
music. Nevertheless a musical Law will retroactively be inferred from its operation and, as is
the case with every law, it can (and will) be made to re-present itself: this legal, symbolic
excess is what I call musicianship.
The laws of musicianship e,ect a meta-structure which re-composes (re-counts) the
musical situation (itself already structured by musicality–see $g. 1). This, in e,ect, is the
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state (in Badiou's sense of the term)2 of the musical situation, which I will name musical
establishment, and whose hierarchical, objective operation, musicianship, amounts to representations of presentations of already structured sound.3

gure 1

Now, can we think a pure presentation of music, one which, qua presentation, would be
placed, not only outside any hierarchical law of established musicianship (outside the state),
but placed at the edge of musicality itself?
Indeed, like every other situation, the musical situation is haunted by its void: viz. by that
which does not count as music, but nevertheless in-exists, retroactively, as its material: exun-structured sound, the pre-music non-music (yes, despite Cage’s noble e,orts, not
everything in the aural is always already counting as music); let’s describe this non-music,
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adapting a Badiouan turn of phrase, as the inertia of the aural domain:4 an inconsistent,
formless aural, unpresentable as music, onto which the laws of musicality will have been
imposed, and which, crucially for our purposes, lends a $gure to the musical situation’s
void: the nothing of music, but on which all music is founded. Returning to Cage’s example:
I completely disagree with the common conception that Cage’s insight meant that
'everything is music'; Cage’s great insight (and that of the concrètistes, and, for that matter,
of the avant-gardes in general) was that 'music is nothing'. This musical void, this musical
no-thing, is, precisely, what I name Noise.
Noise itself, is un-presentable as such: its edge can only be approached, on one side by a
repetitive re*exion––the formal algebra of Composition––and, on the other side, by an
asymptotic approximation––the procedural topology of Improvisation. Composition and
Improvisation name, in their dialectic conjunction, the foundational operation bestowing
material consistency to the aural elements inhabiting what I term the threshold of Noise.5
This is a set including only elements which minimally determine any pure presentation of
consistent sound, elements at the horizon of music––a musicality without musicianship. The
subjects of Composition and Improvisation, which are the exclusive surveyors of this site,
form music by plucking sound elements from the threshold of Noise, and thereupon set the
stage for a musical event to happen: the illegal, hazardous appearance of the musical void
itself, Noise, which appears in a *eeting rupture of musicality, and immediately disappears,
either in its anomaly, or in its accession to the name 'Music'.
The musical event is what we hear of this discontinuous passage through the threshold
between Noise and Music. It is, in fact an audible “being of the threshold”. 6 As with any
event, it is evanescent––however, it leaves a trace, a resonance, an echo: the aArmation of
this resonance, articulated by a (soon-to-be) subject, will have been the audible, material
production of a new musical coherence. In other words, any musical articulation of this
event will amount to its (musical) naming, forcing it to become part of the musical situation.
Thence, the emergence of a musical truth produced by subjective musical $delity to an
evental Noise, forcing a new logic into the coherence of existing musicality.
A musical education buttresses the evental sites of Improvisation and Composition, it acts
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as an aural escort for these becoming-subjects of good Noise ($g. 2).
(A clari$cation, before we go on: Noise can never be a musical substance: it must remain
void; when Noise becomes an object––acoustic, aesthetic––it lapses into bad noise, on the
side of the state: good Noise must always remain an empty category, always for a situation,
for a musicality, never objective, never substancialized, never made present).

gure 2

musical education by Noise: three axioms, four implications
The thinking of a musical education by Noise that I am proposing here will need to proceed
axiomatically, from three decisions. The $rst one is adapted from Badiou's noted statement
on education: the only musical education is an education by musical truths (viz. Noise)
(Handbook of Inaesthetics 14). The second one, is openly Rancièrean in that it axiomatically
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assumes an equality of musical intelligences. 7 I don’t accept any notions related to that
oppressive determination vulgarly referred to as 'innate musical talent'. 8 A third decision will
posit that education is a register of thought which does not produce truths itself: 9 it aids in
the announcement of their existence, and facilitates their circulation.
The acceptance of these axioms will have some implications:
- a musical education by truths, whilst it doesn’t produce itself subjects, is a lookout (or
rather a listenout) of any true Noise event and of any subject faithful to it (and, concurrently,
a sentinel of simulacra, or false events); it listens deeply into the site (and waits).
- It facilitates the opening of the Noise event to all (being the triggering of a truth, an event
is immanently egalitarian); as such, it is entirely subtracted from any musical objectivity,
from any hierarchical musicianship, or establishment (and of course, from any personal,
egoistic taste); it prepares an egalitarian place of listening, open to all.
- It listens for subjective aArmations of Noise, and wagers in support of the illegal,
unprovable declaration that the subjects of Noise commit; education is itself an outlaw.
- But, of course, the truth of the Noise-event is undecidable; supporting the announcement
is an unguaranteed decision: an educational wager to proceed in some direction which is,
in and of itself, a random motion through potentially in$nite points of musical enquiries.
Furthermore, and here we can catch another glimpse of Rancière and Jacotot's ignorant
schoolmaster: when teaching improvisation, which means, when improvising together we,
truly, deeply, don’t know.
three educational interventions
Naming the event, as far as the subjects of improvisation are concerned, implies the
material musical articulation of any hazardous crack in musicality. Echoes, or traces left by
this singularity are plucked and presented explicitly in the listening loop of musical thoughts
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circulating within the improvisatory situation. 10 Education intervenes at this point by
becoming a resonant topology surrounding the subject’s aArmation––which, from the point
of view of the situation, is, as yet, un-imaginable and un-symbolisable: hailing from outside
musicality, there is absolutely no musicianship for it. The nature of this $rst intervention is
ontological, inasmuch as it bolsters the declaration of the musical being of the Noise-event,
amplifying the naming of a new musical truth.
But for a musical truth to appear, the sole material articulation of the resonance of an event
is not enough: there needs to be a recognition of its implicative nature: if we include this
Noise in this particular musical situation: how does it bring about a new musicality, what is
this new coherence? (Does it imply a just musicianship?) A musical education by Noise will
draw all possible consequences (potentially in$nite) from such articulation, $ltering an
algebra for the collective thinking of a new law which will musically form the (up to now)
formless. The nature of this second intervention is logical, inasmuch as its trajectory implies
that the Noise-event, undecidable for the situation, has been decided and a new musicality
is in place.11
The third intervention requires education to organise 12 a consistent ethics of care13 towards
the inevitable anxiety caused by the proximity of the real of Noise; education signals an
ethical trajectory doubly modulated by, on one channel a register of courage, which impels
the subject to 'keep going’ ('don't give up', 'fail better', 'get on with it') in spite of the
paralysing lack of a law and on the other, by a register of justice, which oversees the
construction of a new law, subtracted from any terrorising superego. Education thus takes,
along with the subject, full responsibility for the latter’s breaking of the law (education is
illegal).
If improvisation is the subjective, procedural aArmation of good Noise, its education
amounts to the always incomplete construction of a just symbolic musicianship, which is
re*ected in the imaginary of an egalitarian idea of musicality, and which shepherds subjects
in their in$nite approach towards the real of music, a real which is always already in-existing
in the remainder of the constructed musicianship ($g. 3).
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gure 3

improvisation as armative dialectics
Educating with Noise amounts to what Badiou recently de$ned as “aArmative dialectics”, a
logic of change wherein the aArmation comes before the negation.14 All innovations start on
the aArmative part of a negation, which he calls 'subtraction', as opposed to its negative
part, namely, 'destruction' (“Destruction, Negation, Subtraction”). A––classical by now––
Badiouan example of this dialectics is Schoenberg’s invention of the dodecaphonic system,
which achieves the destruction of the dominant tonal system through the aArmation of new
laws which avoid, or are indi,erent to, the old tonal legislation. It makes irrelevant the status
quo by subtracting itself from it. Or, in another recurrent example, St Paul’s aArmation of
the Christ event, the praxis of which, as A. J. Bartlett explains, produces a reversal which
“avoids the state […] making it as nothing, step by step or, if you like, producing the nothing
'that it is'” (“Refuse to become subject” 196). In other words, by subtracting oneself from
the state, there is a big chance that one will expose its void.
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Noise as resistance to die as subject
Let’s stay with Paul and his, according to Badiou, “terrible formula” to the Corinthians: “the
letter kills, but the Spirit gives life” (Saint Paul 83).15 The letter, i.e. the law, 'kills' any
subjective thought––allow me to stretch this interpretation further as 'musicianship kills any
possibility of a true musical thought emerging in the musical subject'. Badiou explains it
thus: “[u]nder the e,ect of the law, thought disintegrates into powerlessness” (ibid).
Refusing the imposed musicianship of the state, dying for the state, by aArming a praxis of
thinking and doing, is a refusal to die as musical subject. A state’s pedagogy, as Bartlett
writes, “remake[s] the student in its image, making […] die […] the capacity any one has to
be something other than that which is determined by the state” (“Refuse” 197). The $delity
to Noise during improvisation, articulated outside any pedagogical musicianship of the
state, materialises a growl of resistance against such determination.
improvisation as musical grace (χάρις)
The event empowers. The subject of Noise is brought to life by her dying to musicianship––
which renders any subjective musical thought powerless––and, consequently, her dying to
the state––which kills the subject in order to spawn, a user, a consumer––. When
improvising, by faithfully following the illegal consequences of Noise, the subject is no
longer under the rule of law (which is, today, the global law of the neoliberal market), but,
under the rule of an aural form of Pauline grace (χάρις), explained by Badiou as “the rediscovered conjunction between thinking and doing” (Saint Paul 85).
The educational point of decision is between joining the resistance of Musical grace––as
$delity to an encounter with evental Noise, which will have founded a new musical thought
and, with its praxis, a new subjective life in the production of a truth––or, on the other hand,
collaborating with a disempowering pedagogy which cannot but kill the emergence of any
singular musical thought, inasmuch as Noise will always appear beyond the knowledge of
every established musical language. The state never has had anything to say about truths,
except in its incorporation into knowledge (it does not speak truth, it speaks knowledge,
musicianship).
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Hence the historicity of Musical truths is purely inscribed in events which are always
coming from the outside of any dominant musicality. If this has been historically the case,
contemporaneity is making it even more evident. We live now, as Peter Hallward correctly
asserts, “in supremely reactionary times” (Badiou: A Subject to Truth xxxvi). Today we $nd
ourselves in a global situation with its culture and its pedagogy completely zombi$ed by
capital, where the only law is the democratic horizontality of opinion, communication and
taste; we are supposed to become (to teach, to create) only “bodies and languages” 16
lacking in any truth, (diss)abled only to freely circulate in the market under the abstract rule
of money. Today then, it is more imperative than it ever was that we, artists and educators, 17
$nd ways to break out of this state of a,airs––that is, if we still believe in the Idea that art
could and should access some sort of universality beyond taste, some subjective
empowerment beyond communication, some truth beyond opinion.
Democratic materialism has trampled on, unopposed for the past quarter of a century or so,
with the obscene impunity of that which believes has won the $nal battle. We are in the
midst of what Badiou describes as a “restoration in the restoration” (The Meaning of
Sarkozy 3), which obliterates time and again any system of truths. And, in the end, I believe
that this is what we are still $ghting to salvage here: some thought, some truth, some
beauty, out of this wreckage of a wreckage, this twice shipwrecked dream of an Idea.
Which only means: twice as much work for us in an ongoing battle which, let us be clear,
will never have been $nal. We better get on with it.
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